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The Bauhaus, an educational experiment undertaken at a revolutionary time, has an
obscure prehistory. Founded in Weimar in 1919 by the Thuringian state initially to revlve the crafts, the school, led by Walter Gropius, quickly broadened its mission to
promote a radical fusion of the fine arts, the decorative arts, and architecture. As the
standard-bearer of a reformedartistic culture, the Bauhaus, Gropius proclaimed, would
lead postwar German society in a process of social, economic, and cultural renewal.'
Direct precedents to the Bauhaus did not exist before World War I. Yet many of the
school's organizational principles, innovative curricular features, and aesthetic theories originated during the reign of Kaiser Wilhelm II between 1888 and 1918. After
the world war swept away the Wilhelmine era's dynastic imperial rule and replaced it
with the Weimar Republic's divisive, fragile democracy, Gropius's school emerged at
the center of heated ideological debates about its value to the new nation. Heralded
as art's cosmopolitan avant-garde and castigated by nationalist detractors as a menace to traditional German culture, the Bauhaus fought for survival in a process that
shrouded the school's origins in numerous, often self-serving myths. As other contributions to this volume demonstrate, Gropius worked equally avidly to shape perceptions of Bauhaus modernism in contexts as varied as Nazi Germany and the cold war
United States.
After World War I1and until his death in 1969, Gropius nurtured an image of the
Bauhaus as a unique artifact of Weimar-era democracy. Casting the school as an ant~podeto Nazism with no debts to such significant pre-World War I institutions as the
Prussian state, Gropius reflected a widespread post-World War II tendency to condemn Wilhelmine Prussia as a militant and retrograde precursor to Hitler's Germany.
Art and architectural historians also subscribed to Gropius's notion of Bauhaus cultural reform as a bridge from the Weimar Republic to a postwar democracy, choosing
:o overlook the school's relationship to reforms sponsored by various German states.
In fact, a variety of Wilhelmine developments in fields as varied as architecture, art, design, politics, economics, and social reform helped prepare the way for the Bauhaus.
A key Wilhelmine contribution to the prehistory of the Bauhaus was the gradual redefinition of the relationship between architecture, the decorative arts, and the role of

art~stsas makers and interpreters of form. 'The closer integration of the fine and appliec
arts not only became an aesthetic end in itself but also came to be understood as s
means of encouraging social unity and economic development. All over Europe in the
late nineteenth century, progressive artists and designers exhibited a new determination to develop styles and working methods that no longer mimicked the historical forms
typically absorbed through nineteenth-century academic training. Like their colleagues
in the fine arts, progressive designers increasingly sought to develop working methods
whose products could be regarded as appropriate responses to a modern age.2
Adherents of the Arts and Crafts movement, for example, revived old crafts techniques from the Middle Ages, while their art nouveau counterparts borrowed from industry to produce new forms inspired by plants and nature. Accompanying social theories and reform programs, owing much to the writings of Augustus Pugin and John
Ruskin, raised the status of artists, artisans, and designers, even as they promoted a
general belief that art and the design of people's environments could play a role in improving the lives of the general populace. Rapidly exposing more readers than ever before to new images, ideas, and currents of thought, countless new arts journals arose
in the 1890s to disseminate this message across international borders.
Against this backdrop there were three major overlapping prewar developments,
all emerging out of the W~lhelmineempire's radically changing political, social, and
economic landscape, that prepared the way for the postwar Bauhaus. The first of
these precedents, the British Arts and Crafts movement of the late nineteenth century,
caught the attention of Germans and other Continental Europeans interested in the
potential offered by the movement for a rebirth of design and artistic quality. Britain's
apparent shift in artistic sensibilities and revival of superior craft production-exemplified by such figures as William Morris, Charles R. Ashbee, William Lethaby, and
numerous others-inspired countless European artists, craftsmen, architects, and patrons. This shift pointed to new possibilities for the fusion of old and new, recasting, so
to speak, ancient artistic techniques for use under modern commercial and industrial
condition^.^ Experiments in art nouveau and its German counterpart, the Jugendst11or
"youth style," were just the first in a number of developments inspired by the Arts and
Crafts movement and its promise of national renewal in the artistic, economic, and cultural sectors4
A second key Bauhaus precedent arose from the specific ways in which Prussian
state government reworked Arts and Crafts ideas in the opening years of the twentieth century. Institutionalizing key Arts and Crafts principles between 1 9 0 3 and 1907
to place a reformed system of design education at the service of a modern economy,
it coordinated an elaborate organizational effort to improve the quality of consumer
products through artistic intervention. Unlike many British reformers-who bemoaned
machine production-forward-thinking
German artists and their official counterparts
embraced mechanization as a tool to spur design innovation, increase commercial
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production, and enable Germany to catch up and compete effectively with neighboring power^.^
Following the Prussian state's lead in the autumn of 1907, proponents of the "new
movement" in design reproduced the main elements of Prussia's system in the private sector and, at a national scale, in the third most important Bauhaus precedent:
the German Werkbund. A private association formed by two dozen architects, artists,
craftsmen, and manufacturers, the Werkbund grew quickly to become the leading representative of modern tendencies in German design before World War I. Its leaders
enlisted a diverse yet like-minded membership from various artistic and intellectual
backgrounds. Although not itself a school, the Werkbund combined an educational
and economic mission. Through publications, public lectures, exhibitions, and other
positive "propaganda organs:' the Werkbund worked to educate consumers in matters
of modern taste, improve the quality of German products through artistic intervention,
and establish a model for Germany's cultural renewal through a synthetic approach to
economic, aesthetic, social, and technological questions. Its purposeful investigation
of the role artists should play in an age of burgeoning technology and factory production endured, as we shall see, as the most important and direct precedent to the Bauhaus and to twentieth-century German design culture generall~.~
THE INGREDIENTS OF CHANGE:
GERMANY AND INTERNATIONAL INFLUENCES

Spurred by an economic boom and supported by a wide range of patrons that included prominent nobility, leading industrialists and merchants, and state and local
governments, Germany around 1900 was rife with fresh artistic enterprises and experimentation.' As the British case confirmed, the promotion of such applied arts as furniture making, ceramics, and interior decoration made good economic sense: improved
quality in crafts production commanded higher prices, reinforced demand for talented
craftsmen, and boosted the reputation of an entire region. For this reason, culturally
and economically minded German patrons engaged in an array of efforts to educate
the public in matters of taste, hoping to distinguish their city or region as one of Germany's leading modern artistic centers.
In pursuit of these goals, many patrons sponsored talented foreign architects and
artists willing to bring their fresh ideas to Germany. At the same time, because regional
identity remained strong in Germany after unification in 1871, reform efforts undertaken by different patrons often reflected the particular local or regional character of
German cities and states. This might well have been expected in a Wilhelmine Empire
In which four separate kings continued to rule in the respective kingdoms of Prussia. Bavaria, Saxony, and Wurttemberg, with Prussia's king simultaneously reigning as
German emperor. Beyond these kingdoms, five grand duchies, thirteen duchies and
principalities, and three "free cities" filled out the complex political map of the Second
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R e i ~ h Rivalries
.~
lingered, reflecting a combination of local pride in the "homeland"
(Heimat) and an unwillingness to relinquish too much influence to the dominant state
The federal
of Prussia, many of whose state ministries doubled as imperial mini~tries.~
constitution, which made the areas of culture and education the responsibility of individual state governments, helped preserve a measure of state autonomy while feeding
a lingering sense of competition among the federated states.I0 It also meant that the
character of individual royal houses and regional governments influenced the internal
dynamics of design reform. This fact was not lost on Charles-Edouard Jeanneret (Le
Corbusier after 1920) during his extensive study tour of Germany in 1910-1 1, which
included a period of employment with Peter Behrens in Berlin."
Perhaps the most lavish of early experiments undertaken to elevate modern German taste occurred in the central German town of Darmstadt, home to the region's
wealthiest artistic patron, Grand Duke Ernst Ludwig of Hesse. In 1899 the grand duke
invited Joseph Maria Olbrich, the gifted young Austrian architect who had recently
completed the Secession building and gallery in Vienna, to design a grand communal
studio building called the Ernst Ludwig House (Figure 1.I). Situated atop the Matildenhohe, a hill above the town, this cultlike "temple of work" became the monumental
center for an elite colony of artists, who were housed in additional Olbrich-designed
private residence^.'^ The German painter Peter Behrens also designed a house for
himself, the artist's first complete building. In so doing Behrens exemplified a popular
trend, dating to the economic boom of the late 1890s, in which numerous painters
(among them Hermann Obrist, Richard Riemerschmid, Bruno Paul, and Otto Eckmann) expanded their repertoires to include the design of furniture, rooms, and eventually entire buildings.
With much fanfare and religious-mystical ritual choreographed according to the
philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche's notions of cultural rebirth, the entire Darmstadt architectural ensemble opened in the summer of 1901 as a public exhibition titled "A
Document of German Art." The exhibit sewed as a platform for the Jugendstil and the
young generation's ongoing rebellion against nineteenth-century academic doctrines,
and successfully promoted increased collaboration between Hesse's artists and commercial firms. Praised by some critics for the spirited demonstration of bright colors.
bold sculptural massing, and classical and vernacularforms, the exhibition was panned
by others who regarded the Jugendstil as inflated, self-important, and culturally irrelevant. The exhibition failed financially and came to be regarded by many as an artistic
dead end. Two further exhibitions in 1904 and 1908, while introducing other important
individual Jugendstil works by Olbrich, did not significantly alter the situation. Moreover, the young Austrian architect's untimely death in 1908 put a halt to the growth of
the Darmstadt Colony and its fame.
Henry van de Velde, a painter of Belgian origin who also embraced design and
architecture in the 1890s, was a second important foreign influence on German de4
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Figure 1.1, Josaph Maria Olbrich, Ernst Ludwlg House, Darrnstadt Artfats Cofeny, Darmstadt, 1907.
From Deutsche

Kunst und Dekoratlon 8 (1901 1.

velopments. lnsp~redby the values of William Morris, John Ruskin, and other founding
frgures of the British Arts and Grafts movement, van de Velde captured the imaginat~onsof patrons and critics alike, among them the Berlin-based connoisseurs Harry
Graf Kessler and Julius Meier-Graefe. Relocating to Berlin in 1900 as one of the bestknown practitioners of a Gesarnfkunstwerkapproach-creating a "total work of art"
out of a room, its contents, and even the cloth~ngto be worn by its occupants-van de
Velde carried with him the heritage of his Belgian predecessor, Victor Horta. However,
van de Velde's emphasis on abstraction moved beyond the purely naturalistic, botanically inspired designs of Horta and his French counterpart, Hector Guimar~I.1~
With his fame growing, van de Velde accepted a court inv~tationto work for another
powerful member of Wilhelmine Germany's nobility, the Grand Duke Wilhelm Ernst of
Saxony-Weimar. Like his counterpart in Hessen, Wlhelrn Ernst sought a revival of the
arts, cukure, and the local crafts economy, and appo~ntedvan de VeAde to lead a crafts
seminar in Weimar in 1902. Commissioned to bu~ldnew buildings for the Grand Ducal School of Arts and Crafts between 1904 and 191 1 , van de Velde also became the
school's founding director In 1907. The Weimar school's structures eventually served
as the first home to the Bauhaus in 1919, a consequence of van de Velde's recommendat~onthat Walter Gropius succeed him as school director after war-related pressures
srompted the Belgian artist's resignatlon and departure from Germany in 1 91 5.Id
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By interpreting for themselves the lessons of the British Arts and Crafts movement
and art nouveau, major foreign talents such as Olbrich and van de Velde injected fresh
energy Into early-twentieth-centuryGerman arts and design. Within Germany, too, artists and craftsmen took up the call for enhanced craft quality and design creativ~ty.In
1897, the artists August Endell, Hermann Obrlst, Bruno Paul, and Richard Riemerschmid, inspired by Morr~s,united to found the~rown company in Munich, the United
Workshops for Art In Hand~craft.S~milarly,the Dresden-basedmaster woodworker and
furniture maker Karl Schmidt opened h ~ sown entrepreneurial furniture design company, the Dresden Workshops for the Applied Arts, one year later. A spate of new arts
journals appeared in the 1890s to back the new movement and heralded the new
paths being explored in design. Among the new titles were German Art and Decoration (1 897), The Architect (1 895)' Decorative Art (1 897)' and The Youth (1 8961, wlth
the latter inspiring the name Jugendstil.
Sponsorship of influential foreign artists In the late 1890s, coupled with individual
lnltlat~vestoward artistic, cultural, and economic renewal, conflrms that Germany's
overall turn-of-the-centuryartistic cl~rnatewas sh~ftingrad~callyto accommodate international currents and tastes. At the same time, a growing network of progressrve journals, des~gnfirms, artists colonies, and schools formed the basis for a new German
cultural awareness of the contr~butionthat modern design could make to economic
development, social reform, and cultural renewal. Yet to achieve more widespread and
lasting Influence, systematic changes were needed. The arch~tectHermann Muthesius
oversaw a governmental reworking of the Arts and Crafts movement that became the
core of a distinctively German modern movement whose values and goals, expressed
flrst In the German Werkbund, would later directly influence design thinktng at the
Bauhaus.
ART, COMMERCE, AND THE MACHtNE:

REWORKING ARTS AND CRAFTS IDEAS

Whrle new artistic and design experiments could be seen In many parts of Germany
around 1900, the impetus for penetrating, lasting change in design culture originated
tn the gigantic state of Prussia. Coverrng more than two-thirds of German territory and
employing a vast modern bureaucracy, Prussra was slow In recognizing the importance
to its economy of reforms In the arts and crafts. Yet once officials acted to set the lumbering Pruss~anbureaucrat~cmachine In motion, its pollcles proved decrslve.
The government body most closely associated with Issues affecting the crafts,
product design, and the applied arts generally was Prussia's Ministry of Commerce
and Trade. As the de facto trade ministry for the whole German Emp~re(which, due to
long-standing disputes with the influential Pruss~anstate, never succeeded In establish~nga trade m~nistryof its own), the Commerce M~nrstryhad a d~rectinterest in managing all sectors of the economy, from agriculture and heavy industry to commerc~al
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trade and the individual arts, crafts, and trades, The applied arts were only one sector of Gemany's growing economy, but since manufacturing and exports of finished
goods had long been on the rise, they naturally interested the minlstry.15
As the twentieth century approached, Commerce Minister Theodor Mailer, a National Liberal politician and successful Westphalian industrialist, faced several dilemmas. On one hand, Mtiller and his circle of advisers joined other Germans in celebratrng the forces of industrial and commercial expansion during the 1890s, as all signs
seemed to indicate that Germany stood a good chance of one day rivaling Br~tainas
Europe's leading industrial and commercial power. On the other hand, however, these
forces of expansion, although responsible for the proliferation of new commissions for
artists and architects in this decade, raised several warning flags. First, the rising concentration of power among large businesses and industrial manufacturers was proving
detrimentaf to the far older sector of traditional arts, crafts, and trades producers, many
of whom were being put out of business by these larger, more sophisticated cornpetitors. Compounding this problem during the 1890s was the surge in popularity of the
Socialist Party: since 1890, when a twelve-year ban imposed on the party by Chancellor Otto von Bismarck had been lifkd, the socialists had campaigned with phenomenal
success among em battled workers, craftsmen, and tradesmen convinced that Germany's expanding "new economy" was leaving them behind.16
Alongside this dilemma, ministry officials were acutely aware that for decades, German export products had been far~ng
extremely poorly in international markets, As long
as export revenues to Britain, France, and the United States remained comparatively
low, Germany's economic expansion would be hindered, as would the nation's prospect of becoming Europe's foremost industrial power, Thus, as the Prussian Commerce Ministry saw it, something had to be done both to shore up the troubled crafts
and trades sector, and to raise the overall quality of German product design and manufacturing. Fallure to do so would, at best, keep Germany from becoming a serious competitor in international export markets, and could at worst lead to levels of revolutionary
unrest of the sort that plagued Russia in 1905.
The Commerce Ministry responded by taking a familiar step; it sent someone to
study the problem. As far back as 1826, the ministry had dispatched the renowned
architect Karl Friedrich Schinkel on a study tour to report on English developments.17
Exactly seventy years later, it assigned Muthesius, another of its architects, to the German embassy in London to report on a variety of English technical, industrial, and art~st~
matters,
c
Over the next seven years during Muthesius's time in England, and then
'or another decade back on German soil, what evolved under the ministry's guidance
was a wholesale redirection of Prussia's program for arts and crafts education, trainng, and production. Guided by the findings and recommendations of Muthesius, but
n reality the product of a rnultilayered state apparatus affecting dozens of schools and
ndustries En Prussia's larger towns and cities. the transformation of the state's arts,
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crafts, and trades education system represented the first systemwide, government-led
reforms subordination of design to economic development policy.Is
The first step in this transformation began as a veritable flood of cogent articles
and critical analyses, correspondence, and government reports issuing from Muthesius in England. More than 100 articles, seven books (some multivolume), and more
than 1,000 pieces of correspondence combined to spark the shift in official Prussian
policy. The architect's thinking-informed by university studies in philosophy, art history, and architecture, and preceded by a two-year teenage apprenticeship in masonry
and the building trades-seemed well suited to untangling the complex connections
between industrial production, design quality, applied arts education, and economic
policy.Ig
Muthesius's mission in England, moreover, embodied a particular current of feeling in turn-of-the-century Germany that mingled admiration and envy, rivalry and a
sense of inferiority. To the visiting architect, the specific appeal of British architects
and designers lay in their reaction to decades of industrialization and scientific progress-a reaction he believed led them to produce tasteful, artistic home furnishings
and comfortable, well-lit, hygienic modern homes for the doctors, lawyers, businessmen, and professors who comprised the nineteenth century's newly ascendant bourgeoisie (Figure 1.2). Addressing the calls for modern cultural renewal being issued by
many Germans, Muthesius's publications and specific policy recommendations analyzed the British scene for clues that would aid his government in improving the quality
of export products and thus raise Germany's international status.20
In early articles the visiting German architect accurately characterized the British
Arts and Crafts movement less as a single style than an approach to design. Some,
like Morris, founded a firm and became active in socialist politics; others, like Lethaby,
became teachers. Still others, like Ashbee, established guilds in opposition to the training of the nineteenth-century art academies. All were concerned in one way or another
with the effects of industrialization and its accompanying degradation of English working conditions, living standards, production quality, and even the simple (if idealized)
values of village life. Reworking British ideas in accordance with the official PrussoGerman bureaucratic reform mentality, Muthesius's articles and books downplayed
such left-leaning Arts and Crafts values as g u ~ l didealism, collective citizen action, and,
of course, socialist activism. His best-remembered books, such as Style-Architecture
a n d Building-Art of 1902, argued instead that in order to raise production quality and
reground modern German culture, the preoccupation of the traditional crafts with obsolete historical forms had to be abandoned. These forms, the architect reasoned,
needed to give way not just to Arts and Crafts designs emphasizing fitness of form to
functional purpose, but even more to scientifically objective, machined forms. Engineering design in the late nineteenth century, after all, had already provided such modern design breakthroughs as the bicycle, the suspension bridge, and the battleship
8
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Figure 1,2. Phil~pWebb, R e d House, Bewleyheath, Kent, 1859-60, From Hermann Muthesius, Das
engEische Haus: Entwicklung, Bedtngungeo, Adage, Elnrtchtung, und lnnenraum (Berlin: Ernst
Wasmuth, 1904-5).

Figure 1.3). He believed contemporary applied artists needed to learn the material and
constructional lessons embodied by such modem
The proper goal of t h e twentieth century, Muthesius concluded, was not for designers to seek a distinct style ar look-such as art nouveau and its proponents had
claimed-but instead to develop an approach to design and manufacturing that grew
out of a thorough understanding of the tectonic possib~litiesof modern machine tools,
naterials, and production techniques. By tectonic, Muthesius referred to the degree of
technical and artistic mastery achievable in the application of constructional principles
:o specific materials. Once German applied artists and industry had mastered modern
~achinesto the same sophisticated degree that Arts and Grafts practitioners understood their hand fools, then the resulting forms-true products of their time-were
3uaranteed to have high quality and would therefore be competitive.
London-based arguments such as these were music to the ears of Minster Moller,
anrhoby 1904 would express the wish that Muthesius be empowered to exercise "the
greatest influence in the largest possible number of faelds" at the Commerce Minis:ry.22 Muthesius began writing his recommendations far the reform of the Commerce
I
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Figure 1.3. Sir Banjamln Baker and Sir John Fowler, wlth construction engineer William Arrol,
e e n North and South Quaensferry, Edinburgh, lsf!S-gQ. From W,
Westhofen, The Forth Bridge (London: Engineering Journal Reprint, 28 February 18901, Plate 4.
the Forth Bridge, spanning W

M~nislryr'sschools for arts, crafts, and trades when he returned to Berlin in the summer
of 1903, produc~nga steadily widening scope of influential policy changes. M e n he
began to direct more than three dozen Prussian arts, crafts, and trades schools away
from the copying of historical ornaments and toward design methods based on the
qualities of particular materials, he was layrng important groundwork for later twentleth-century practices. And when, in 1904, he authored a ministerial decree requiring
des~gnstudents to get up from their drafting tables and actually build their designs in
newly instituted, mandatory instructional workshops, he was implementing a change
that would become a cornerstone of Bauhaus pedagogy. By encouraging schools
to emphasize product functionality and at the same time requir~nggreater contact
with local crafts industries, Muthesius aroused vehement opposition among traditional
crafts pract~tionersand trade unions-as would the Bauhaus. Muthesius argued that
raising taste, qualrty, and the competitiveness of German goods was part of a more
general cultural renewal for which Germany was long overdue. According to him, the
educated middle classes would lead this renewal of culture, and therr interest in "good
design" would become one of the defining features of German bourgeois culture. Under the Commerce Ministry's reforms, meanwhile, applied arts students were meant
to 'become designers of useful modern products, and no longer mere reproducers of
historical styles.
In late f 902, Moller persuaded the thirty-four-year-old Peter Behens to direct the
Commerce Ministry's flagship Arts and Crafts school in Dusseldorf. Whereas some
10
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schools in the Prussian system concentrated on a single trade like ceramics or metalwork, larger schools like the Arts and Crafts schools in Dusseldorf, Krefeld, and Magdeburg offered a full spectrum of design, crafts, and architectural studies. Their curr~cuFaincluded paint~ng,graphics, textile design, furniture making, interior des~gn,and
architecture, but could also range from fine metals and jewelry work to book design, ceramics, or sophisticated joinery. Under Behrensk leadership the school would achieve
remarkable results.23
In his recommendationsMuthesiusbllwwed lessons most closely derived from new
Br~t~sh
schools like Lethaby's Central Schools of Arts and Crafts, founded in London
, n 1896 through a bill initiated by the Fabian Socialist Sidney Webb. Ignoring the
socialist origins of the school, Muthes~usinstead held it up as an example of effectrve reform. Publishing a detailed article about the school in an 1898 issue of Decgrative Art, he noted that Lethaby and his partner, the sculptor George Frarnpton,
l a d developed instructional workshop-based curricula for 'no less than ninety-eight"
government-supportedArts and Crafts ~ c h o o l s . ~his
~ I nlast English assignment in June
f 903, he evaluated this and twenty-six other British arts, crafts, and technical train~ng
schools in a study tour organized for Behrens and three top Prussian officials from the
Commerce and Finance ministries. Arriving in Berlin the following month, Muthesius
embarked immediately on an analogous tour of ten top Prussian applied arts schools.
In a detailed report to the Commerce minister, he harshly criticized a traditional pedagogy that emphasized teaching students to draw Gothic or class~calornaments for
application to isolated objects with almost total disregard for materials or methods of
assembly or for the design of integrated interiors,28
The Arts and Crafts movement's influence on Muthesius and the Prussian system
prompted the issuing of an "Instructional Workshops Qecree" on 4 December t 904.
lhis decree introduced practical workshops where students would develop their desrgn projects in tandem with a hands-on, materials- and construction-oriented design
process. R established sixty-one new trial and instruction workshops in Prussian applied arts schools.26Van de Vellde used the Prussian Workshops Decree as his model
when he applied for funding to establish his own instructional workshops In We~rnar.~'
The impetus for the reforms was economic as well as aesthetic, as it would later 'be
for Grop~uswhen he called for "a proliferation of the crafts and industty in the state of
Weimar as a result of the re-molding of the schools in accordance with a craft-oriented,
practical approach.n28In creating the Bauhaus, Gropius also gathered literature and
advice from such respected applied arts school directors as Rudolf Bosse'lt of Magdeburg and Richard Riemerschmid of Munich, both of whom had been key players in the
Prussian skate's prewar reform effortsn2$
lnstrtrctional workshops were not new. Many European schools had followed the
example originally set by London's South Kensington Museum and School of Design
where, beginning in 1853, Henry Cole had been appointed to teach ornamental art,
WlLHELMlNE PRECEDENTS FOR THE BAUHAUS
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design, and, as Cole wrote, "the practical application of such knowledge to the improvement of Manufa~turesl'~~
Just over a decade later, the Viennese followed the
British example and founded the Austrian Museum of Art and Industry in 1864, whi&
added a school of applied arts in 1869,while In Berlin the Prussian government
founded the Berlin Museum of Applied Arts in 1 867,31
By the opening years of the
twentieth century, individual schools in Vienna, Stuttgart, and Breslau had instituted
instructional workshops, insp~redin part by such English examples as Ashbee's Guild
and School of Handicraft in London, and by the successful entrepreneurial crafts wokshops already operating in Dresden, Munich, and Vienna. However, MBller's push to
enable Prussia to catch up with these individual schoals assured one thing: that its reforms would affect dozens of schools and industries at a single stroke, and would provide models beyond Prussia's borders for such instttutions as van de Velde's Grand
Ducal School of Arts and Crafts.
Lethaby's Central School model elicited Muthesius's admirailon on several counts:
it advocated "teaching crafts through practical examples"; the study of nature and abstract drawing to replace historical copying; the encouragement of students' "own artistic thinking process" to set them '"on the path to an artistically independent handling
of a particular craftn; and, finally, the enabling of the student to "embody his thinking in
his work [by] bringing the limits of materials to cor~sciousnessl'~~
Muthesius crystallized these thoughts in the Commerce Ministry's Workshops Decree. Its language swept aside decades of historicist pedagogical methods, concepts,
and long-accepted definitions in the areas of drawing, design, and execution of student
work The following excerpt explains the new mission of the Prussian workshops as de
facto centers of the schools:
Teaching in instructional workshops will make ~tpossible to bring the essential relationships
between material and form to the express consciousness of the student. and thereby teach
him to develop his design more o blectively, economically, and purposefully. This involvement with materials will further rld the student of the mistaken notion that producing outwardly pleaslng drawings-which take no account of materials and their character-is a
goal worth str~vingfor, The workshops will also convey new worthwhile artistic impulses; instead of being based on outwardly transmitted forms, these will be grounded in the insights
Into the working possibilities of the material that have been galned through the student's
own activities. . . . The essence of the Applied Arts School implies that artistic and technical

instruction in the workshops go hand in hand.33
Under old methods from the 1870s,188Qs,and 1890s, students1ornamented designs
were executed in workshops by craftspeople who had not participated in developing
the drawing, but who had to figure out how to construct the object to match the drawn
forms. The old methods, the decree explained, were a symptom of overspecialization
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that had led to "the one-s~dedtraining of arts and crafts draftsmen, who know nothing
of materials and who are alienated from the activity of the craft~rnan!'~~
Both English and German school reform efforts regarded the workshops as "a supplement and not a replacement to instruction from master teachers." A further goal of
both nations was for schools to "orient to indust~y.''~~
Here, however, a major difference
between typ~calEnglish schools' miss~onstatements and the 1904 Prussian decree
emerged: by its very nature, arts and crafts education in England rema~nedon a path
separate from that of industry. The London County Council expressed the wish to see
the crafts made "useful to industry" and so promoted their study, but a specific English
policy incorporating industry faded to rnaterial~zebefore World War I, Tradition, materials, and hand craftsmanship in the English arts and crafts remained evldence of the
search for honesty and ethics in the industr~alage.
Prussian policres, by contrast, sought in the most direct way possible to exploit
ihe commercial potential of the Arts and Crafts movement in order to further Prussia's
economic development priorities, Ashbee roundly crit~c~zed
Muthesius for embodying
:he Prussian ucomrnercialspirit:' and for lacking the moral idealism that lent the British
novernent its largely anti-industrial tane.36
The Prussian workshops decree, for its part, articulated exactly where the instruc: onal workshops were to stand with respect to industry. For example, schools estabshing workshops were advised 'in the first place to consider local industries, follow7g those working techniques in which artistic value will rest primarily on the work of
:-e arti~t."~'
This local emphasis enabled schools to develop individualized curricula
~atchingthe economic profile of their city and region. The decree also supported hav79 workshops led by master craftsmen as long as these had demonstrated the "ar-,stic capabilities" to teach equally the "artistic and the technrcal" sides of workshop
-crurses. In cases where this was not so, teaching was "to be divided between an arts: and a technician, in which the technician works under the d~rectionof the artist."88
3etraying the Prussian bureaucracy's deeply ingrained regard for nineteenth-century
- erarchical traditions and social deference, Muthesius observed:
Doubts concerning any confl~cts
between artist and technic~anappear to me unfounded because, while the technician in such cases would be a common master craftsman, from the
outset his social stand~ngrequires a recognition of the authorityof the full teacher who is the
~nstitution'sretained art~st.The division between artist and technician In the described fashhen is followed at the

arts and crafts school In V ~ e n n a . ~ ~

Although in official settings the Commerce Ministry cultivated the appearance that
.v~shedto avoid conflict with traditional arts, crafts, and trades producers, it could
- ardly conceal the fact that academically trained artists were to remold the arts and
I -33s through their expertise and, by reconfiguring the crafts workshops, improve the
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artistic and economic value of their p r o d u ~ t s . ~ ~ TBauhaus,
hs
too, would In 1922 abandon its idealistic proclamations of an egalitarian artistic community in favor of a remarkably similar hierarchical arrangement. Denying equal status and voting rights ta teaching craftsmen at meetings of the Bauhausk council of "Form Masters: Gropius rescinded an earlier promise assuring equality among teaching artists and craftsmen."
As Muthesius was completing the final draft of the Workshops Decree, Commerce
Minister Mdller further expanded the architect's influence by founding a special department within the ministy to enlarge the scope of activities In arts, crafts, and trades reform. In January 1905.this department took its final form as the State Trades Board,
with Muthesius, as one of f~vefounding members, responsible for crafts and trades exhibitions. continuing education, and broadening the ongoing reform of Prussia's arts,
crafts, and trades ~ c h o o l sThe
. ~ State Trades Board's charter documents nat~onalisticaliy asserted that the new agency would enable Germany to emerge victorious in the
"trades competition of the people^."'^
The State Trade Board's Standing Committee on Trades Policy, created in 1905,
furnished a ministerial blueprint for the later private, national German Werkbund. In addition to Muthesius, the Commerce minister, and four other ministerial members, the
Standing Committee comprised leading representatives of the applied arts in their
~ndividualbranches, heads of trades associations, executives from Prussian industry,
directors of arts and crafts scheob, mayors of several important Prussian cities, and
delegates from the Prussian legislature. Members of this committee, who held their
posts for five years, met on a biannual basis in Berlin,44Serving as a government tool to
reeducate the public about taste and quality through professional and student exhibits that bore the stamp of the new des~gnthinking, the State Trades Board introduced
organizalional principles and a design philosophy that directly anticipated the Werkbund's stated mission of educating national taste and ~rnprovingexports through the
cooperation of artists, artisans, and manufacturers.
To conservatrve trades associations like the Association for the Economic Interests of the Crafts, the creation of the State Trades Board and its Standing Committee on Trades Policy, coupled with further increases In state subventions for arts and
crafts schools that followed the new direction In design, represented a clear call to
arms. Muthesius responded in kind. In early 1907, his inaugural lecture as the first
chair of the applied arts at the new Berltn College of Commerce, "The Signif~cance
of the Applied Arts:' aggressively denounced all those who refused to abandon traditional crafts practices in favor of an objective fun~tionalisrn.~~
Holding old design techniques and shoddy material practices accountable for having made the words "'German' and 'tasteless' into practically identical concepts: he announced that the "future
belongs to those producers who subscribe to the new rno~ernent."~'
tink~ngthe education of consumers about the integrity of products and materials to the moral integrity of the masses and the nation, Muthesius argued that any unw~llingnessamong
14
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manufacturers to subscribe to this outlook represented a mortal threat to Germany's
national progress and health.
The Association for the 'Economic Interests of the Crafts responded by angrily demanding that Clemens Delbriick,who replaced Moller in late 1905, dismiss Muthesius
from his ministerial post. The resulting "Muthesius Case" proved a focal point for WiIhelmine debates about "traditional" versus "modern" crafts practices. In a reply to the
association, Delbrijck wrote that Muthesius had been acting '%as an academic instructor. . . and independent from his activity as a member of the State Trades Board:' and
refused to frre him.47When the matter arose for debate in the Prussian Chamber of
Deputies, Delbriick defended Muthesius as "an expert colleague" whom he considered an "indispensable public servantY8
At the height of the controversy, and to demonstrate their support for Muthesius,
twelve artists and twelve crafts manufacturers formally withdrew from the association
to form the Werkbund in October 1907. Although Muthesius prepared a speech for
the founding meeting and would go on to be one of the Werkbund's leadrng theorists
of artist-designed industrial '"ypesr he did not attend its inaugural meeting in Munich,
The furor surrounding the Association for the Economic lnterests of the Crafts and the
"Muthesius Case" was still too fresh in people's minds. Moreover, his presence would
only have lent credence to the assoc~ation'sargument that the government backed
vanufacturers to the exclusion of crafts practitioners.
The aggressive provocation contained in Muthesius's College of Commerce opening address was undeniably an extension, and in many ways a culmination, of policies
he had helped to develop in the Commerce Ministy. Indeed, since the college's bylaws
showed that its trustees were accountable to the Commerce minister for such major
decisions as appointing the school's director, there was a degree of disingenuousness
ln Delbruck's assert~onthat Muthesius was acting as an independent academic.49By
broadening his focus on the applied arts and challenging German manufacturers explicitly to embrace what he believed to be rational principles, Muthesius was following
several years of ministerial economic development policies to their logical conclusien.
Kept out of the spotlight for the moment by his government employers, he nonetheless
qurckly became one of the Werkbund's chief officers. Never abandoning his government post, he gained prominence in the Werkbund over the next several years as the
advocate of rationalized production of "types" controlled by designers!@
PETER BEHRENS:

DESIGN REFORM PEDAGOGY IN THE MODERN MARKETPLACE

If Muthesius's rise had been gradual, Behrens's was meteoric. The same month in
which the Werkbund wasformed, Behrens left his post as director of the flagship Dusseldorf Applied Arts School to accept a position that easily made him the associatron's leading practitioner: he became chief artistic designer and architect for the AEG,
W I L H E L M I N E PRECEDENTS F O R T H E BAUHAUS
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Figure 1.4. Peter Behrens, exterior of the exhlbltion pavilion for the Delmenhorst Linoleum Company

at the Third German Applied Arts Exhlbill~nin Drmaden, 1906. From Dekorafive Kunst 16 (19071.

Germany's General Electric Company, in
Behrens's numerous commissions
from German industry, obtained in accordance wrth Prussian state directives during
h ~ four-year
s
term as the Dusseldorf school director, had prepared him well for his work
with the AEG, As early as 1904, numerous exhibits of Dusseldorf students' work from
courses taught by Behrens and such talented design colleagues as Rudolf Bosselt,
Fritz Ehrncke, and Johannes Lauwerib revealed a fundamental shift away from earlier
Jugendst11design and the Darmstadt legacy. As Behrens wrote during his years as dlrector, "The arts and crafts school of today must reconcile the demands of craft and the
needs of industry in accordance w~thaesthetic directives and artistic impulsesl""
Best known among Behrens's works of this period is the templelike Delrnenhorst hinoleurn Company exhibit~onpavilion, built for the Third German Applied Arts Exhibition
in Dresden in 1906 (Figure 1.4). Execut~ngthe company's posters, brochures, linoleum flooring and wall patterns, and several exhibition buildings, Behrens rapidly consolidated his position as the acknowledged star of the German des~gnworld with daz-

zling displays of versatility and flexibility that dignified the commodities manufactured
by his clients and the advertising through which they were marketed, His adaptation of
16
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ionurnentat yet abstracted classic~smstruck a chord wlth business execut~ves,art
I rlcs, and the public alike. Tapp~ng
the roots of class~caltradition whlle rernainrng senz - ve to the dramatic-even theatrical-possibilities of contemporary materials like
-oleurn, steel, concrete, and glass, Behrens embodied a modern artistlc spwt that exIeeded the highest hopes of the reform-mlnded Commerce M ~ n ~ s t r y . ~ ~
As the nation's flrst modern industrlai and corporate image designer, Behrens set
:+
example
i
that was by no means lost on three of h ~ syoung AEG offlce tralnees in
3erl1n:Ludwrg Mres van der Rohe, Walter Grop~us,and the Dusseldorf graduate Ad:t Meyer. These future lead~ngfigures of twent~eth-centuryGerman architecture assisted Behrens when, in 1908-9, he des~gnedthe instantly lconlc AEG Turbine Fac:oiy. The consummate Image of an industrial "temple of work" erected in the industrial
Voablt sectlon of Berlln, the Turbine Factory was admired by Le Corbusier durlng his
, I S I ~to Behrens's office In 1910 (Figure 1.5). As Stanford Anderson has observed,
-he Turbrne Factory ep~tomlzedthe moment in Behrens's career when the architect
~ o s declslvely
t
subordrnated such modern materials as glass, concrete, and Iron to
2

-

Figure 1.5. Peter Behrens, general view of AEG Turbine Factory, BerlinPMoabit, 1909. From Walter
Muller.Wulckow, Deutsche Bavkunst der Gegsnwart: Bauten der Arbeit und d e s Verkehrs
(Konigstein irn Taunus and Leipzig, 1929).
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the creation of an inspired industrial corporate image emphasizing "corporeality and
classical expre~sion.'~Behrens worked with hrs engineer, Karl Bernhard, to imbue
the AEG factory with an aura of substantiality and monumentality at variance with the
kind of light-framed, open. airy edifice that one might otherwise expect from an iron
structural frame with glass infill. Thus, concrete corner pylons with horizontal bands
carried no structural load, although they appeared to anchor the structure and support
the roof with their tapering, horizontally striated bulk. Similarly, what Anderson den tifies as an lmpresslve "corporate display-facade" required a concealed Iron truss to
support its main feature: a concrete pediment bearing Behrens's hexagonal-patterned
AEG logo. Although supported from behind, the pediment appeared to rest on an Iron
beam that topped a window frame rising at an outward slant from
At each
stage of the design process, Behrens subordinated the engineering practicality and
the functional dictates of materials to the generation of the most powerful visual image
possible for the factory as a temple: tapering pylons, slanted windows, and angular
vertical truss supports maximized the dramatic potential of linearity, shadows, light,
and elemental geometries. As Frederic Schwartz has pointed out, such deft cornbinations of architectural imagery, corporate symbolism, and commercial expedience lay at
the heart of the Werkbund's claims to be Germany's leading force for renewing culture through the harmonization of commerce and art.56Strict functionality and sober
objectivity yielded to monumentality of appearance and to the creation of cornpetling
corporate images.
Gropius and Meyer, who formed a partnership In 1910, pushed such explorations
even further in their factory designs. In thelr first major commission, the Fagus ShoeLast Factory of 191 1, they replaced the non-load-bearingconcrete pylons of Behrens's
AEG factory with their antithesis: seemingly dernaterlallzed glass corners. In thelr model
factory building for the 1914 Werkbund Exhibition in Cologne, the pair punctuated the
non-load-bearingcorners of the building with circular glass corner towers housing spiral staircases. In both instances, Gropius and Meyer, as trained architects, inverted
some of the painterliness of Behrens's design by exploiting the architectonic potential
of non-weight-bearing corners. With equally compelling visual impact, they chose to reveal, rather than hide, the manner in which their modern factory buildings
Architectural examples such as these accumulated in support of the Werkbund's
aim to blend art, deslgn, and commerce to promote Germany's political, economic,
and cultural goals. Working closely with the Commerce Ministry and other branches of
government, the Werkbund also strove to educate Germans about the value of what
it understood as quality in design, and to disseminate information about the Werkbund and its member firms' products abroad, In Berlin, for example, the Werkbund
joined the Commerce Ministry in 1910 in funding the Institute for Decorative Ark., or
Hoflere Fachschule filr Dekorationskunat, The school's students and design faculty
filled Berlin's department stores, shop windows, advertrsing kiosks. and exhibitions
18
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with posters and product displays that were by turns flashy and provocative or sober
and subdued,58Beginning in April 1913, the German Foreign Ministry also took steps
to support the Werkbund, directrng German consulates and embassies around the
world to distribute its brochures, posters, and advertisements to aid in the marketing
and sales of German products in fore~gn
This effort was complemented by
a traveling exhibition of German posters, products, and architectural photographs from
Karl Ernst Osthaus's German Museum for Art in Commevce and Trade, which toured
the United States in 1913. By 1915, even the Prussian Chamber of Deputies had
opened its legislative chambers to the Werkbund's "Fashion Division: which put on a
show of the latest modern German dresses and accoutrements in a bid to challenge
France as the world's fashion capital. Together this constellation of government ministries, private associations, exh~bitions,and events increasingly gave modern German
capitalist culture a dist~nctiveshapensO
THE WERKBUND CONGRESS I N COLOGNE:
"AN ASSOCIATION OF THE MOST INTIMATE ENEMIESg'

The f~rstWerkbund exhibition, held in the summer of 1914, should have been Muthesius's finest hour. In many respects it represented the culmination of all that he had
been working to achieve in aesthetic and applied arts reform, on the one hand, and the
~mplernentationof the Commerce M~nistty'sstrategy for orderly and systematic German economic development, on the other, As had been the case since at least 1900,
Muthesius served as a valuable bridge between the ar-ist~ccommunity and government policy makers eager to translate innovations in design into a program for Pnrssia's and Germany" continued growth. Now the Werkbund offered the ministry an effective extragovernmental means to further its policy goals,
Yet by mid-I912 Muthesius would comment that the Werkbund, whose headquarters were moved from Kart Schmidt's factory town, the new Garden City of Dresden-Hellerau, to Berlin in April of the same year, needed to be "rescued and restored
from its ash-heap existence . . . and developed into a German center of cult~re."~'
He
wrote these bitter yet still hopeful words to the Werkbund's new executive secretary,
Ernst Jackh. Although the Werkbund's membership expanded from 970 to more than
1,800 through Jtickh's efforts, conflicts over self-definit~on,artist IC d~rection,and leadership plagued the assoc~ationuntil they boiled over at the Cologne Exhibition in July
1914.62
The Werkbwnd's conflicts revolved around a fundamental tension between posit~onswithin the organization-tensions the Bauhaus would inherit. Gropius fought to
-eccncile what the Werkbund apparently could not: the demands of industrial producon versus designers' insistence on total artistic and creative independence. Yet the
famous 'Werkbuncl debate" of July 1914 represented less the oppos~tionof irreconcilable philosophical positions than another struggle over direction and control of the
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organization. The way in which this conflict developed and played out would influence
deeply both its participants and subsequent developments in Weirnar Germany.
Muthesius, whom Groplus called "the black sheep" at the center of attention and
hostility at Cologne, cornblned the Commerce Ministry's political agenda with impolitic tactics at the association's meeting during the exhibition in 1914.6aAs Angelika
Thiekotter has shrewdly observed, the diverse and ambitious group of men wha formed
the Werkbund in 1907 worked in relative unison as long as they turned their energies
toward goals perceived to advance the association's common interests. Once they
had to reach decisions on matters of internal policy and organizational d~rection,however, consensus, already tenuous to begin with, was all too likely to collapse into intrigue and c o n f l i ~ tThis
. ~ was especially true when it came to the planning of the exhibition, a process that triggered conflict as soon as it began in earnest in 1912.
Relocating the Werkbund central offlce to Berlln had been only the first step in giving the organization a new identity. Meeting in Vienna in June 1912, Werkbund members listened as Peter Bruckmann, the silverware manufacturer from Heilbronn, accompanied by Jackh, explained the terms of the association's new orientation, In addition
to seeking to double the organization's membership, tthe Werkbund was to concentrate on building the most direct relations possible with the German Empire's centers
of economic and political power. Government officials, bureaucratic authorities, and
their supporting associations would all assume unprecedented ~nfluenceover the affairs of the ~rganization.~~
In Jackh's later estimation, Muthesius counted as by far the
most decisive personality in the Werkbund, for "he alone had the accurate conception
of politics. . . as a synthesis of all human retations, ranging from physical matters to the
metaphysics of psychology, from 'material' to 'formlng8
Such unqualified praise for Muthesius became a rarity as 1914 approached, for
the arch~tecttook on a role-a personality, even-that pointed to a significant shift in
attitude, a subordination of his previous valuation of architecture and artistic culture to
an unbending emphasis on commerce and trade. Events leading up to 1914 strongly
suggest that the government played a major role in planning the exhib~tionand was,
perhaps, a decisive factor in prompting artistic individualists such as van de Velde,
Gropius, Endell, and Bruno Taut to seek to topple Muthesius from the Werkbund leadership.
Contemporary documents suggest that Muthesius, appearing suddenly with an appointment as "second chair" to the exhibition plannrng committee in Cologne after the
committee had already been formed, exerted considerable control over cornrniss~ons
for exhibition bulldings and over the content of the exhibition in general. Thwarted if
not hindered outright by the government architect in their efforts to build exhibition
buildings, such designers as van de Velde, Endell, Gropius, and even Behrens vo~ced
loud opposition to the bland, commercial direction pursued by exhibition planner^.^'
Although Muthesius adopted a conservative stance that he deemed would be more
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appealing to potential new Werkbund industrial partners, it is significant that precisely
those buildings he most opposed-Gropius's Model Factory and van de Velde's theater among them-won the greatest critical praise for their individualistic spirit and
notable designs.
Muthesius's behavior also reflected another emerging pattern in his thinkkng that
tended to eschew any avert individualism in design, and leaned strongly toward an emphasis on the 'typical" in modern architecture and industrial production. What began
as a meditation on the essence and importance of form in his 1 91 1 Werkbund speech
-Where Do We Stand?" evolved over the course of the planning phase of the exhibitron into a firm commitment to the identification and reproduction of "types1'in design.
In his contribution to the 1913 Werkbund yearbook, titled "The Problem of Form
In Engineering Construction:' Muthesius urged all Werkbund members to recognize
that aspects of beauty and function interacted dynamically from the beginning of any
design process, whether ~nvolvinga household object or a building, The vital work for
generatrons of artists in any period, he argued, was to accelerate the evolution of fitting aesthetic forms (in the Vitruvian sense of cornmoditas, or "fitness") for each newly
invented object, This could be shown historically through an examination of the design
efforts that had surrounded the first steamships (in which a steam engine was mounted
on a sailing ship), the flrst railway wagons (which resembled earlier horse-drawn mail
coaches), or early gas lights (whose forms resembled candles). Over time, designers
learned to relate the forms of these objects to the expression of their capabilities and
functional r~quirements.~~
Muthesius's development of this new and unprecedented position regalding the
"typical" coinc~dedwith the plannrng phase of the First Werkbund Exhibition between
19 12 and 1914. His philosophical shift and his contemporaneous actions In the exhibition planning committee could hardly have been a coincidence, part~cularlysince
his notion of "types" so strongly favored new forms of production in the trades and
lndustry. By Typisierung ("making of types"), Mutheslus did not mean standardization
or mass production, words he consciously avoided using in ten "theses" he distributed one week prior to the opening of the Werkbund's annual congress at the exhibition in early July. Instead, he advocated the recognition of tendencies toward the
"typical:' which he claimed could be ident~fledthrough a look at any era known for the
greatness of its architectural, artistic, or applied arts production. The identification and
collective recognition of "types" of products and designs were the best way, he reasoned, for Werkbund artists and designers to aid German industry. "Productively capable and dependably tasteful large enterprises: Muthes~uswrote in his ninth thesrs,
"are the precondition for such an export. !By contrast], the individually produced, art1st-designed object cannot even begin to fulfill domestic dernand."e~uthesiusfurther
contended that Germany's progress in arts and crafts design and production needed
to be publicized widely through a propaganda campaign, and was a national matter
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of life and death. The world. he explained, would ask for German products once t
k
goods possessed a "convincing expression of style: for which the German m o v e m

recently had provided the bas~s.~O
Muthesius was again relying on the cachet of his privileged government positw r
an effort to impose the will of the Commerce Ministy on a newly inaugurated phase 6
Werkbund policy. This is most likely what made The Werkbund into a "monster" in %
estimation of the architect Hans Poelzig and turned Muthesius into a conduit, as Whaus omrnously wrote, for "underground" and "subaltern" forces, by which he a l m e
certainly meant the Prussian government and ~ t economic
s
policy makersT1All of t h e
men battled for levels of artistic integrity, independence, and individuality that they saw
evaporating from the Werkbund.
Seven years earlier, In 1907, it had been the traditional crafts practitioners of
Association for the Econom~cInterests of the Crafts who had opposed Muthesius's
advancement of the Commerce Ministry's will. At the Werkbund Exhibition of 1914
it was the elite cadre of artists, architects, and supporters of "artistic individualismT
whose ire was aroused. Spearheaded by van de Velde, the individualists rallied to d&
and print ten "countertheses" the night before Muthesius gave his scheduled speech
to the Werkbund assembly. These theses protested the introduction of types as weP
as "every suggestion of a canon" that Muthes~us'stypes seemed to
The core
of the counterprotest, supported by many of the architects and artrsts aggrieved during the exhibition planning process, cannot be regarded as hav~ngbeen against only
the principle of types per se, but also against the wanton, undiplomatic, and autocratic
way in which Muthesius had imposed his (and the Commerce Ministry's) will on the
Werkbund membership. Not only had many designers' talents been suppressed in the
preparationsfox the exhibition, but there was also a palpable sense that the artists, who
so valued their independence and creative freedom, were simply being drafted as part
of an economic program in applied arts manufacturing over which they would have absolutely no control.
Van de Velde, for example, was no foe of industry or of the concept of serial production In itself, as he had made plain in the journal Pan as early as 1897. There he
explained his desire "to avoid systematically everything in furniture that could not be
realired by big industry, My ideal would be a thousand-fold mult~plicationof my creation~:'~ S~milarlyGropius, one of the "individualist" camp at the Werkbund debate of
101 4, had written a proposal for the industrial production of prefabricated houses for
farm workers as early as 191I , and as such had clearly anticipated an aspect of Muthesiusls modern "types" in architectural terms.'4 By opposing Muthesius in 1914, van de
Velde and Gropius clearly were rebelling aga~nstauthoritarian efforts to commandeer
their skills for a greater institutional and national agenda, for in principle Muthesius's
ideas did not run contrary to beliefs they had expressed independently,
Knowing that van de Velde had prepared his countertheses, Muthesius toned down

*
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the address he gave before the entire assembly. Titled "The Future Work of the Werk~und,"the speech was a diplomatic effort to appraise the exhibition and to advance
the new Werkbund orientation as a positive step for all. Admitting that the exhibition
suffered from "a certain stillness.. . not to say listlessnessr Muthesiws agreed that the
'ractious Werkbund, by staying together in spite of having been called "an association
of the most intimate enemies:' offered "the best proof of the greatness of the ldea that
Toves us beyond all drfferences of opinion."75
Artistry had suffered at the hands of efforts to give the exhibition the broadest possble appeal, Muthesius acknowledged, but on the positive side, businesses had begun taking the Werkbund seriously-to the point that "today the whole merchant class
and the great majority of industrial producers seek to work with us1'Underlrning thls as
the purpose of the whole exhibition, he continued: "It is of the greatest importance to
establish this here. And this confirmation calls forth a certain reproach, that actual new
Werkbund] products are only to be seen in such small numbers. It raises the question,
~ h a does
k
the German Werkbund want?"" The Werkbund, he argued, must in the end
choose the direction of developing the "typical:' for that was the direction of developvent during all great eras of art, By shunning the unusual and seeking the orderly, the
typical nevertheless also managed to bear within it the paradoxical quality of retaining
"the worthwhile particular, the personal, and the unique: He assured his audience that
:he call for the typical was not a demand for the artist to concentrate only on a single
torrn: "The artist follows only his own inner drive. He enjoys complete freedom, because he can only work in this way? Nevertheless, the character of the present day
called for acknowledgment of unprecedented levels of international exchange, as well
as developments in technology that "practically overcome the boundaries of time and
space." With this international quality of contemporay life arose the tendency toward
"a certain similarity to the architectonic #oms over the entire globe."" Muthesius was
not advocating standardization or mass production by machines as the basis for a new
style, and did not discuss either of these industrial processes in his speech: but he was
clearly speaking of a wish to put the Werkbund at the forefront of d~scoveringwhat the
style representative of contemporary life would be.
No collective decisions could be taken at the end of the congress, for the proceedlngs following Muthesius's address were drowned in a sea of debate. The arguments
reflected not only a lack of clarity and specificity in Muthesius's speech but also the
~ent-upemotions of the individuals who had been slighted or thwarted in their various
ambitions for the exhibition. It was ev~dentthat the power struggle over the leadership
of the Werkbund was every bit as important as, indeed if not mare important than, the
confused arguments over artistry, aesthetics, and quality, Muthesius withdrew his ten
theses by way of seeking conciliation with the individualistfaction but assured his audience En his closing remarks that he stood by the content of his lecture,7g
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The split that occurred within the Werkbund in 1914 did not heal during the course of
the First World War. By 1916 , and perhaps out of disillusionment with the policies of
the government he had strained to back, Muthesius gave way and withdrew from the
WerkbundEOAlthough his name continued to appear as a Werkbund member until
1922, he was largely inactive, except for the appearance of an occasional excerpt from
his writings in Werkbund publications, The architect's arguments for the development
of types remained a lively topic of discussion among the members-particularly for
Gropius, who wasat the Western front during the fighting. As Th~ekotterhas observed,
his letters to Osthaus reveal that the Werkbund battles seemed to agitate him more
than the bullets whistling around his ears.81
The Werkbund crisis cast into sharp relief the defining issues of design in an industrially and technologically sophisticated century. The individual integrity of the artist,
pressures from competitive governments and capitalist industries toward COST reduction and efficiency through the development o6industrial product 'types:' and the implications of new materials, methods, and tools for design; all of these would survive t h e
Werkbund conference and endure as burning questions long after Wilhelmine Germany's defeat in 19I 8.
Groprus's famous attempt to tackle these design issues saw iTs fruition, of course,
in the Bauhaus. There, too, however, the unstable political srtuation frustrated efforts to
unite major artistic, crafts, and architectural talents under the banners of architecture
and workshop instruction. Instructional workshops were up and running by 1921. but
were never Sully integrated with the school's fine arts classes.The primacy of individual
art~sticcreat~v~ty,
taught with devotion to a cultlike following in the preliminary course
developed by the Swiss painter Johannes Itten, conflicted with the resurgent Industrial
orientation of the 1 923 Bauhaus exhibition. Whether clothed in the stylized monk's
robes worn by Itten ar rallying beneath the 1923 exhib~tionbanner of "Art and Technology: A New Unity:' Bauhaus students and faculty clearly wrestled in their own context
with questions that had faced the prewar Werkbund, The issue of designers' orientation to industry and machine production demanded every bit as much attention from
the three Bauhaus directors-Gropius, Hannes Meyer, and Mies van der Rohe-as
it had from Chmnerce Minister MtYler, the directors of Prussian applied arts schools,
and the Wilhelmine Werkbund.
The political, economic, and social conditions underlying Wilhelmine precedents
to the Bauhaus were totally unique, even if the issues ~ntroducedwere not. Historians
like Nikolaus Pevsner and Julius Posener, among the first and most authoritative voices
to write about the modern movement's "pioneers:' focused dillgently on the contributions to design innovation of such individuals as Morris, van de Velde, Muthesius, and
G r o p i ~ sThey
. ~ ~ sought to characterize an emergent modem movement as politically
progressive, emancipatory, and potentially redemptive. However, their works severely

-

downplayed attention tn the influence exerted upon designers by Germany's political
~nstitutionaand state economic priorities, a fact that hindered more complete understanding of twentieth-century design'sorlgins for decades.
The story of pre-1914 Bauhaus precedents transforms as soon as the customary
+istorical frame is widened to include Wilhelrnine Germany's complex institutional and
cultural contexts. t h e Gcman government, as we have seen, was every bit as influentral in Inspiring the rise of the Werkbund as, say, the Arts and Crafts movement, even
though the government" concerns regarding The arts and crafts differed considerably
from those of most designers. A more complete understanding of twentieth-centuty
German architecture and design must therefore take into account the ways that modern state interests, burgeoning consumer society, international competition, and globallzation impinge on designers and design culture. From th~sperspective, commercial, industrial, and polltical forces are every bit as important as individual artistic inspirations in shaping modem design developments. Design may be primary, but it can
only be understood historically after taking account of the numerous conditions that
combine to create it.
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